
MODERN WATERBEDS

 Made in Denmark



Water embraces us with deep calm, carrying our bodies 

as nature intended. From the womb of our mothers to the 

inner of our beds, water has created the foundation of  

human sleep.
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THE ORIGIN 
OF SLEEP
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AKVA was founded in 1981 by Lars Brunsø. From the beginning the 

company has bridged old and new by creating beds, combining new 

production knowledge with the most elementary material, water.

Through a constant procedure of refining the technology behind 

waterbeds, AKVA is driven by the process of transferring the res-

ting qualities of water to a modern furniture of highest sustainable 

quality.

ESTABLISHED 1981

Photo: Lars Brunsø, Oliver Brunsø, Alexander Brunsø
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The idea of sleep itself is very similar to the concept of 

sustainability. Both are processes with the purpose of re-

covery. However, while we for many years, only have spo-

ken about human sleep, we more than ever need to pay 

attention to the importance of a well-rested environment.

THE IDEA 
OF SLEEP



Since 1986 all our products have been made at our own 

factory in the middle of the Danish Lake Highlands. Year 

by year the facilities have developed to become, high tech- 

and specialized production of waterbeds. Every part from 

frame, cover and finally the mattress itself are manufactu-

red by our skilled craftsmen and women. This way we can 

promise you a furniture of highest quality.

THE FACTORY
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PHILOSOPHY

Sleep

We believe in the necessity of broadening the understan-

ding of beds. Rather than a pure ergonomic furniture, we 

think of a bed as a holistic plateau of rest – A sanctuary 

of calmness, one that simultaneously should aim for the 

relieve of body and mind.

Naturalness

We believe in the natural qualities of each material that we 

use. From the calming effects of water to the aesthetics 

and durability of wood and textiles our work is an explora-

tion of unpolished materiality.



Craftsmanship

The purpose of our craftmanship is to create beds that 

last. We think of the bed as a furniture to follow you for 

many years. For this reason, we emphasize the importance 

of longevity and so we have developed our collection from 

this principle. By focusing on quality materials, Danish 

production and modern technology, we do not compromi-

se ourselves in creating the best possible sleep.

PHILOSOPHY
Sustainability

We do not believe in the idea of giving rest to humans 

on behalf of a burdened environment. For this reason, we 

feel much responsible for the imprint that we leave when 

manufacturing beds and so we strive each day to optimize 

the sustainability of materiality, transport and quality.

The AKVA bed is a component system and can 
achieve a very long life cycle through professio-
nal maintenance and suitable spare parts that 
are also manufactured in the future. 



Discover our waterbeds collection. Each model is designed 

with your comfort and well-being in mind. We believe that 

a good night’s sleep is the foundation of a healthy and 

fulfilling life, and that’s why we put our heart and soul into 

creating the perfect sleep environment.

QUALITIES

The unique pressure relief and the warmth of the waterbed 

contribute to helping you achieve a deep and uninterrup-

ted sleep, and they are two of the essential differences 

between waterbeds and traditional beds.

A good night's sleep
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The water mattress always adapts to your body, which pre-

vents pressure points, and it supports you in any position. 

A waterbed always provides optimal body support, which 

is why we call it the best sleep in the world. The water 

mattress never changes its shape but provides the same 

comfort year after year.

A waterbed has a comfortable temperature all year. The 

warmth makes you relax, and it makes you fall asleep fas-

ter during the winter, because you don’t have to use ener-

gy of warming up the bed first. The waterbed never gets 

too warm during summer because the temperature is ad-

justed with a thermostat.

Unique pressure relief

Tempered warmth
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Inspired by the Scandinavian design tradition, the 

Danish furniture designer is driven towards a con-

temporary aesthetic functionalism.

Per Weiss



Vega is characterized by its modern combination of textile 

and chrome, Vega is a pure AKVA classic, designed by the 

danish furniture designer Per Weiss.

The bed is available with or without lamps and you can 

complete the Vega look with matching pouffes.

Vega Re-wool©
Crafted using 45% recycled wool, the textile Re-wool from danish Kvadrat can be 
chosen exclusively for Vega. The textile is partly made by reusing scraps from Kva-
drat’s yarn spinners in the UK. It is characterized by a calming aesthetic, where 
stitchings on a darker background creates a shimmering depth. Choose between 7 
colors of Re-wool or our other standard colors.

Timeless aesthetic quality

VEGA



With a bed frame that seamlessly integrates into the ele-

gant overall aesthetic, Carla transcends the classic boun-

daries of waterbed design in a truly stylish manner.

The upholstered frame, elegantly carried on a light woo-

den construction, The cushioned frame, gracefully sup-

ported by a delicate wooden structure, conveys not only a 

contemporary design but also an essence of lightness and 

organic expression.

A masterful blend 
of wood and fabric

CARLA
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A luxurious waterbed that combines uncompromising 

comfort with a sleek Nordic design.

With its elegant legs in solid oak, Nordic Select adds a 

touch of lightness and sophistication to any bedroom. 

Crafted with the highest quality materials and expert 

craftsmanship, Nordic Select is designed to provide 

you with restful sleep for years to come. 

Lightness and sophistication

NORDIC SELECT
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Choose a bed base with drawers to storage your bedding, 

clothes etc. Nordic Select can be specially made with 

upholstered drawers that are optically hidden due to the 

upholstered front. When choosing a nightstand, we can re-

duce the length of the drawers.

Practical and aesthetic
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This elegant sleep solution features a frame that partially 

conceals the base, adding a touch of class to your bedroom. 

Select the upholstered frame from our Athina fabric col-

lection or textile leather to craft a sleeping environment 

that impeccably aligns with your personal taste.

Refined and sophisticated
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MODULEX SELECT



True to AKVA's values, the Modulex Select is crafted with 

sustainability and craftsmanship in mind, ensuring a high-

quality, eco-conscious product. Combine the bed with a 

functional solution of spacious storage.

Convenience of spacious storage



BoxBed is an upholstered waterbed of simple elegance. 

Inspired by a modern box spring look, the bed is charac-

terized by the increased visibility of the mattress, which 

together with the frame creates a calming combination of 

aesthetic balance. Embrace the AKVA BoxBed for a truly 

indulgent and rejuvenating slumber that unites comfort, 

design, and responsible luxury.

BoxBed combines the timeless appeal of a traditional box 

spring bed with the unparalleled relaxation of a water mat-

tress.

Modern design and 
unmatched comfort

BOXBED
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Nordic has been a timeless classic known for its simplicity 

and elegance. The design is characterized by the combi-

nation of a visible bed-base and a discrete frame. By laun-

ching the veneered frame option, you can either chose a 

uniform expression or explore the more dynamic combina-

tion of wood and upholstery. Nordic is designed to fit our 

collection of headboards.

Classic design evolves

Design principles of simplicity 
and natural elegance.

NORDIC

Inspired by the principles of simplicity and sustainability, 

Nordic captures the essence of Scandinavian design, ma-

king it an ideal centerpiece for any modern bedroom. 
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Modulex is the pinnacle of adaptability and modern de-

sign. It is a true master of transformation, effortlessly blen-

ding into any bedroom aesthetic.

Featuring a striking frame, Modulex is available in various 

upholstered, decor, and veneer options, ensuring a perfect 

fit for your personal style. Explore the Modulex waterbed 

and experience the unparalleled flexibility and luxurious 

comfort that come with our most adaptable creation.

True master of transformation

MODULEX



AKVA Soft provides the opportunity to create a sleep sanc-

tuary tailored to your unique design preferences and style. 

Soft can be built into any existing bed frame or can be 

used freestanding with all headboards and bases. 

Individually tailored to 
your preferences



SOFT
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Lyra offers the unmatched experience of a genuine waterbed, 

meeting and exceeding your expectations for restful sleep. 

Lyra is modern reinterpretation of the classic hardside wa-

terbed. Unlike most of our waterbeds Lyra in constructed 

without foam which makes the bed appear with a less visible 

mattress thus emphasizing the style of the bedframe itself. 

The essence of pure design

LYRA
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Nori is a modern Nordic waterbed designed by Oliver & Lu-

kas WeissKrogh. Inspired by the serene Danish landscape, 

the design is characterized by tactile qualities, merging the 

organic texture of upholstery with unpolished beauty of so-

lid wood.

Epitome of timeless elegance

NORI
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Oliver and Lukas WeissKrogh are two 

brothers educated within the field of 

industrial design. Studio WeissKrogh is 

inspired by Scandinavian minimalism, 

designing thoughtful, and environmen-

tally friendly products that will make a 

difference for the end user.
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K2

Headboard height 98 cm

Headboard depth 8 cm

Headboard width  = Bed width

Mt. Thomas

Headboard height 138 cm

Headboard depth 8 cm

Headboard width   44 cm (+ bed width)    

 22 cm overhang per side

Plateau

Headboard height 105 cm

Headboard depth 4 cm

Headboard width    20 cm (+ bed width) 

  10 cm overhang per side

Anton

Headboard height 94 cm

Headboard depth 6 cm

Headboard width  = Bed width

When using a headboard, the ly-

ing surface can be increased by up 

to 8 cm for the same bed length.  

(Extended mattress)



HEADBOARDS

Oskar

Headboard height 94 cm

Headboard depth 6 cm

Headboard width  = Bed width

Hugo

Headboard height 95 cm

Headboard depth 1,9 cm

Headboard width   48 cm (+ bed width) 

  24 cm overhang per side

Mt. Ventoux (Standard)

Headboard height 98 cm

Headboard depth 8 cm

Headboard width  = Bed width

Mt. Ventoux Comfort

Headboard height 94 cm

Headboard depth 13 cm

Headboard width  = Bed width

Olympus

Headboard height 106 cm

Headboard depth 10 cm

Headboard width   24 cm (+ bed width) 

  12 cm overhang per side 
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Standard Box

Height 25/30 cm standard (special heights: 10-46 cm)

2-Box / 4-Box / BigBox drawer bases

Heights 25 / 30 / 34 / 37.5 cm

Bases
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LEM - low energy mat insulation

Heating system

Bottom plate

Weight distributor

Softside Q 

(straight frame,

Water mattresses 

with straight sides)



All Softside bed models are available with conical or straight sides water mat-

tresses. (Sofside (Q))

We recommend that you try our different stabilization systems at your AKVA 

dealer.

Available sizes

All bed models are available in following sizes (width x length):

90/100/120 x 200/220 cm

140/150/160 x 200/210/220 cm

180/200 x 200/210/220/230/240 cm

Special sizes up to 240 x 240 cm 

Lyra additional in 122/152/182 x 213 cm

Vega only in these sizes: 

160 x 200/210/220 cm

180/200 x 200/210/220 cm

Removable cover

Wooden profile bed frame with upholstery

Base

Water mattress (height 22 cm)

AKVA Ergo stabilization system

Safety liner

Frame for Softside mattresses with conical sides

CONSTRUCTION 
OF A WATERBED

Softside Q 

(straight frame,

Water mattresses 

with straight sides)



We only use phthalate-free premium 

vinyl laminated from two layers.

This makes the core of our waterbeds 

not only extremely durable and resis-

tant, but also maximally environmen-

tally friendly. 

THE AKVA WATER 
MATTRESS
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Uno or Dual?

Two water mattresses in your bed allow you and your 

partner different levels of stabilization, optional lumbar 

support and different temperature settings. A divider bet-

ween the water mattresses discontinues the movement of 

the water and ensures an undisturbed sleep.

Uno

Dual



At the heart of our waterbeds lies the ability to customize the level of stabili-

zation, allowing you to tailor your bed to your specific needs and preferences.

Stabilization Systems

Fleece stabilization

ERGO stabilization

F5 5 layers of fleece, 
eases after 1/2 second 

F2 2 layer of fleece, 
eases after 6 seconds 

F3 3 layers of fleece, 
eases after 3 seconds F4 4 layers of fleece, 

eases after 1 second 

F6 6 layers of fleece, 
eases immediately F7 7 layers of fleece, 

mattress yields quite slowly F8 8 layers of fleece, 
mattress yields very slowly 

Lumbar support with fleece stabilization

Optional for F3/F4/F5/F6/F7

Free-floating polyester fiber inserts are precisely tailored 

to the shape and size of the water mattress. This ensures a 

long-lasting and stable water mattress.

Our ERGO stabilization systems, crafted from open-pore 

special foam, offer robust stabilization and quick response 

to movements on the water mattress.

ERGO

Lumbar support, 
medium or hard

ERGO S ERGO SL
with shoulder zone

and lumbar supportwith shoulder zone

Fleece ERGO stabilization

Our F-ERGO stabilization systems blend ERGO foam 

with fleece, offering ergonomic support and superior 

pressure relief from both Fleece and ERGO systems. 

F1 ERGO

Lumbar support, 
medium or hard

F1 ERGO S F1 ERGO SL
with shoulder zone

and lumbar supportwith shoulder zone

F1 ERGO

Lumbar support, 
medium or hard

F1 ERGO S F1 ERGO SL
with shoulder zone

and lumbar supportwith shoulder zone
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Low Energy Topper

Our comfortable Low Energy Topper is available as an option for new beds or 

retrofitted to complement an existing bed. It is attached between the cover top 

and bottom with zippers and consists of a closed cover pocket made of breat-

hable 3D mesh spacer fabric and a 4 cm cold foam panel made of EUCAFEEL® 

foam. The foam is pressure relieving, elastic and climate regulating. Another 

advantage is the high insulation and the associated energy savings. 

Comfort Topper

If you prefer a firmer lying feeling 

with additional padding of the co-

ver, the Comfort Top is the right 

choice.



Four different covers are available for your water mattress. 

All are washable and divisible with center zipper from widths 

of 150 cm and above.

Covers

COVERS

Safety liner
Our handmade safety liner is attached 

to the cover with zippers and are made 

of the same vinyl as our mattresses.

Swing Salsa

Flamenco Boogie



CARBON  
HEATING SYSTEM

–  highest energy efficiency with Internal electronic fuse

–  clock, alarm clock and automatic reminder for conditio-

ner refill

–  intuitive operation with child safety lock

–  a biological compatibility certified by VDE-EMC 

–  VDE-GS tested safety at the highest quality level

Warmth to feel good
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The washable protective layer is 

attached to the existing cover of 

your waterbed with the zippers 

and facilitates care and cleaning.



CARE PRODUCTS

MASSAGE

To ensure that the water mattress receives its optimal care 

inside and out, we have developed products that provide 

you with safety and the best possible hygiene:

–  Longlife Conditioner

–  VinylWash

–  AKVA Guard care cream

Provide relief to tired and strained 

muscles while relaxing in bed.

Hygienic freshness
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Bedside tables with drawers

Bedside table for wall mounting

Chests of drawers 50 cm and 100 cm wide  

(special sizes possible)

Ottoman with storage space

Bedside tables and 
storage solutions 

STORAGE
SOLUTIONS
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THE SOUND 
OF RAIN

There is something calming about the sound of rain. Something 

that leads us back to a place of belonging. The Water, from where 

life began more than 3 billion years ago. In which we slept in the 

womb of our mothers, until we rose, and wandered through history. 

A landscape of time, which brought changes with it – an emer-

ging knowledge, dreams and the creation of something be-

autiful. A landscape of opportunities, where the answer yet 

sometimes was to be found in that, which already existed. 

For in a world that is constantly changing, we often long for 

the things that last. A place to return. 

The quiet. The water. The sleep.



AKVA Waterbeds A/S

Boeletvej 25

DK-8680 Ry

Tel: +45 86 89 34 00

E-mail: info@akva.com

www.akva.com 0
6.
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The core of our products is water. This pure material, whose 

supportive properties as an unchanging medium extends 

the limit for a long-lasting bed and provides unparalleled 

comfort. 

Every AKVA bed is made in our factory in Denmark. 

Our made-to-order philosophy means that if a product is 

not needed, it is simply not made. This is environmentally 

friendly and makes each of our beds a very individual piece 

of bedroom furniture, made just for you.  

NATURAL 
RESOURCES


